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Solution to exercise 7–16
ABC Cost Hierarchy  ©by Eldenburg & Wolcott

A. (1) Receptionist salary is an organization-sustaining cost because the receptionist serves
everyone who comes through the door and thus cannot be identified with one product or unit.

B. (1) or (4) Financial forecasting software is an organizational-sustaining cost if it is used to
forecast sales for the entire company.  However if it used only by one product line, it is a
product-sustaining cost.

C. (2), (3), (4), or (5) Photocopy machine rental is a facility-sustaining cost when everyone uses the
machine, but could be a customer, product, batch or unit related cost if a password were used to
keep track of copies made for each client, product, or department.

D. (2) Janitorial service is a facility-sustaining cost because the entire facility uses this evenly.

E. (6) Audit manager’s salary is a unit-level cost because the manager is in charge of a number of
different audits and bills his or her time to each audit.

F. (6), (4), or (1) Long distance telephone charges are unit-level if the bill includes details of to
whom the calls were made, and could be product-sustaining if the calls are marketing a particular
product.  It just depends upon the purpose of the calls.  Some companies have Watts lines and
pay a flat fee for all long distance calls.  In this case the cost is an organization-sustaining cost.

G. (3) or (4) Meal costs for entertaining clients could be a customer-sustaining cost if related only to
that particular customer, or product related if the customer is associated with only one product.   

H. (1) Cost of annual employee golf party is organization-sustaining because it benefits all
departments.

I. (1), (4), or (6) Office supplies such as paperclips and tablets of paper are organization-level costs
unless they can be traced to a particular product or job (unit).

J. (4) or (1) Annual subscription for income tax regulations is a product-sustaining cost if it
pertains to one department of the firm.  If it pertains to the entire firm, it is an organization-
sustaining cost.
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Solution to exercise 7–17
MicroBrew Northwest  ©by Eldenburg & Wolcott

Following are the CMA answers to this question.  However, one could argue that some of the unit-
level costs could instead be categorized as batch-level.

A. Facility-level costs:  Manufacturing facility $1,500,000

B. Product-sustaining costs:  Product development $1,250,000

C. Batch-level costs:  Production setup $700,000

D. Unit-level costs:
Materials handling $    850,000
Production line labor 2,500,000
Power (assuming most power is to cool beer and

run machines, not for overhead)      500,000
Total unit-level costs $3,850,000

Solution to exercise 7–18
ABC Cost Hierarchy  ©by Eldenburg & Wolcott

A. Assuming that the cost object is an individual vehicle rental transaction, then unit-level activities
relate to work that occurs for each rental.  The cost of washing each car between rentals is an
example of a unit level cost.  Costs for the activities of making the reservation, turning the
vehicle over to the renter, and completing the paperwork at the end of the rental are also unit-
level.

Students often list costs such as vehicle maintenance and insurance as unit-level.  This
classification would be appropriate if we assume that the cost object is the individual vehicle. 
However, if the cost object is an individual vehicle rental, then costs such as vehicle
maintenance and insurance would most likely be facility-sustaining; they result from the
activities of maintaining and owning the fleet of vehicles at the facility.

B. Batch-level activities and costs relate to the number of batches produced.  For a car rental fleet,
cars at a number of outlets are probably sent for oil changes or other routine maintenance in
batches.  Car rental companies located off-site near an airport usually operate a shuttle service
from the airport to the rental car location.  Multiple passengers are usually picked up and
dropped off on each run of shuttle.  Batch-level costs for the shuttle would include vehicle
depreciation, maintenance, and gasoline, plus the driver’s labor costs.
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C. Product-sustaining activities and costs relate to entire product lines.  For a car rental company,
the different types of cars for rent could be considered product lines, for example economy cars,
mid-sized cars, and so on.  Or the company might see its product lines more broadly, such as a
product line of cars and a separate line for trucks.  Advertising and marketing costs are likely to
be product-line related if the company advertises either trucks or cars, but not both.

Advertising and marketing costs are not always product-sustaining.  Here are some additional
advertising examples to help clarify that costs are classified based on their expected behavior: 
Advertising for the entire company (e.g., Hertz) would be considered organization-sustaining. 
Advertising for a particular location would be facility-sustaining.  Advertising aimed at a
particular customer group (such as the Hertz #1 Club) would be customer-sustaining. 
Advertising for a particular product line (such as luxury cars or trucks) would be product-
sustaining.

D. Customer-sustaining activities and costs relate to the different clients.  Sometimes businesses
establish a relationship with car rental agencies if employees need to travel by car for business. 
These customers may require special attention, such as car delivery, or last minute rentals.  The
costs of these services are customer-sustaining.  Rental companies also have programs such as
the Hertz #1 Club, where members receive preferential treatment.  Special costs for these
programs include extra personnel to process the rental and park the vehicle in an easily
accessible location.

E. Facility-sustaining costs relate to the facility.  For a car rental agency, these could include
depreciation and maintenance of the building and parking lots for each outlet.  Facility-
sustaining costs would also include the facility manager’s salary, electricity and janitorial
service, computer terminals, and property taxes.  Assuming a fleet of vehicles is maintained at
each facility, then vehicle maintenance and insurance might also be facility-sustaining (see
additional comments under Part A above).

F. Organization-sustaining costs relate to the entire organization.  The CEO’s salary, and building
lease, rent or depreciation costs at the company’s headquarters are all organization-sustaining
costs.  Companies such as Hertz also have large organization-wide costs for computerized
reservation and vehicle inventory systems.
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Solution to exercise 7–19
ABC Cost Hierarchy  ©by Eldenburg & Wolcott

F Machining (As machine hours increase, costs such as maintaining machines increase)

D Purchasing activities (As number of invoices increases, costs such as wages for employees filling
out invoices and supplies used by these employees increase.)

G Inspection (As the number of units produced increases, the number of units inspected also
increases.)

B Assembly (As the number of parts increases, it takes more overhead cost in material handling,
etc. to assemble the product.)

A Payroll (As number of employees increases, more employee time and supplies are needed to
produce paychecks.)

E A special quick freezing process for food (Food is usually frozen in batches.  As the number of
batches increases, costs such as electricity and quick-freezing supplies increases.)

C Laundry in a hospital (As the number of laundry pounds increases, more labor and supplies costs
are incurred because more batches of clothes are washed.
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